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e Dialogue Society is a registered
charity, established in London in
1999, with the aim of advancing
social cohesion by connecting
communities, empowering people to
engage and contributing to the
development of ideas on dialogue. It
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branches across the UK. rough
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the values they have in common and
be at ease with their di erences.
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Dear Reader
We are excited to welcome you to the second
edition of our Ramadan Journal.

L

ast year we began a journey with our rst
edition of four issues and we hope to keep
that alive this year too.

With its roots in the belief that “Ramadan” is more
than a lunar month in which Muslims fast as a solitary act of worship, more so, that it is a month of
action and of community, our Ramadan Journal is
aimed towards all. For us at the Dialogue Society,
we’ve coined this “Ramadani cation”, a phrase we
refer to a lot throughout Ramadan and will do so
too in this journal. How does one become Ramadan? What are the values of Ramadan? And,
what implications do these have for our role in our
wider societies as Muslims: these are questions we
ponder over.
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Our journal, however, as mentioned above is for all;
whether you’re a Muslim, of another or hold no
faith at all, whatever your lifestyle, you are wel-

come. You’re here already? ank you for embarking on our journal journey this Ramadan with us,
we hope you enjoy reading and engaging with the
material in our journal (and even have a moment to
enjoy the yummy recipes or creative arts!).
With hopes of engaging in person,
Dialogue Society
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Who are we?
A great question to ask, especially if you’re
new to our organisation.

he Dialogue Society is a registered
charity, established in London in
1999, with branches across the
UK. Our volunteers and community coordinators actively engage in projects with
the aim of advancing social cohesion by
connecting communities, empowering
people to engage and contributing to the
development of ideas on dialogue and
community building.

T

open, honest, candid and critical engagement. More generally we stand for democracy, human rights, the non-instrumentalisation of religion in politics, equality
and freedom of speech. We oppose undermining democratic values and human
right norms in the pursuit of any political
or religious ideology and discriminating
against others on the basis of race, religion,
gender, sexual orientation or age.

We understand dialogue to consist of
meaningful interaction and exchange
between people of di erent groups and
individuals who come together through
various kinds of conversations or activities
with a view to increased understanding.

For more information regarding our organisation, you can watch our “What’s
Dialogue Society?” video below.

us, we stand for promoting dialogue,
rstly as a natural and basic expression of
the human person and secondly for overcoming pressing social problems through

What’s Dialogue Society?
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At the Dialogue Society, our Ramadan iftars and community
engagements are inspired by a term we’ve coined
“Ramadani cation”.

R

amadani cation is an embodiment of the values of Ramadan.
But what are those values?

For billions of Muslims celebrating around
the world, Ramadan is a month of mercy
and forgiveness: a month in which
Muslims (with a few acceptations, including young children, pregnant women,
those travelling or sick) refrain from eating, drinking and engaging in sexual activities between dawn and sunset. Fasting is
considered a form of worship: a profoundly personal encounter where
Muslims seek a raised level of closeness to
God.
Closeness to God is illustrated by closeness
to their fellow neighbours and communities - regardless of their faith (or none at
all). Muslims are reminded in their Holy
Book, the Qur’an, that diversity is intended so that we strive with one another for
the betterment of the world as a whole
(Quran, 5:48).
During Ramadan, Muslims are also expected to put more e ort into learning and
following the teachings of Islam by refraining from envy, greed, lust, and gossip.
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ey aim to foster a period of re ection,
reuni cation, and spiritual growth during
Ramadan; aspiring to be shaped by Ramadan, or put simply, to be Ramadani ed.
Ramadan evolves from being not only a
name of the lunar month but a virtue. e
more Ramandi ed Muslims are, the more
solidarity they will develop with their
communities. By tying this virtue to our

theme for the year “Re-kindling the
Community Spirit”, we aim to foster a
period of re ection and reuni cation during Ramadan.
Ramadan Evolves into a Virtue
We were all shaken by living through the
COVID-19 pandemic regardless of our
religion, race or gender. We were shaken
initially perhaps by fear of the unknown
and for the wellbeing of our loved ones,
but also by the public display of kindness
which is deep-rooted within our communities. According to the Kindness Trust,
over two-thirds of people feel that the
pandemic has made people kinder. Perhaps
it was the di culties we faced that united
us, or the extra time we had for re ection
in our slowed-down lives… the pandemic
may have made us kinder.
Under our theme of this year, we hope
that we will be able to contemplate on this
idea further and look into ways of how we
can carry it into our post-COVID world,
how we can perhaps, re-kindle our community spirit, with lessons learnt from
these past years, to implement a long-lasting peace, fairness and unity. At the heart
of our society is compassion for one another. As the Dialogue Society, we hope to
take an active role in developing creative
strategies to build and maintain a cohesive
society.
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Ramadani cation
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I tarME
How would you like to experience an iftar with your
Muslim neighbours? Muslim or not, IftarMe is open to all.

Inspired by the word “iftar”- a fast-breaking meal, IftarMe involves families preparing delicious meals for their guests at iftar, with whom they will then share the fast-breaking experience.
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If, like us, you’re inspired by the community-rooted values of Ramadan and would like to
join, please ll in the form on the website and we will put you in touch with a host family
that will warmly welcome you Visit https://www.iftar.me/apply/
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Ramadan in the UK:
Algerian Community
This interview series highlights the cultural
nuances amongst Muslims and how Ramadan
is celebrated throughout the UK.
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In the rst interview in the series, we interviewed Zidane, a young Algerian university
student based in the UK to talk about Algerian culture and Ramadan.

What does Ramadan mean to you?
Ramadan or Ramadhan is one of the most
rewarding months in the Arabic calendar
(Hijri Calendar), it is the month of forgiveness and remission when we get closer
to Allah (Subhanahu wa ta'ala, Arabic for
" e most glori ed, the highest") by encouraging virtuous deeds and helping
people in need.
What ethnic community are you from,
and can you tell us a little bit about
your culture?
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I am a North African, speci cally from

Our culture is known for its kindness and
generosity. We invite others such as travellers who are spending Ramadan away
from their family, and often we have
strangers over Iftar. e fun usually begins
after Iftar; there are traditionally sitcoms
and programmes that are cast only during
Ramadan; we watch these as a family
whilst we have the famous green tea with
mint (aka Moroccan tea) served with
sweets such Jalebi, Kunefe, Qalb El Louz,
or Baklawa). Streets are bright as the day;
there are plenty of sweet carts, busy kids
running around the neighbourhood with
joy, playing all di erent kinds of games
such as hide and seek, football and much
more after Taraweeh prayers. Most of the
teenagers stay awake until Fajr prayer,
playing various games from board games
to video games, then enjoy Sahur with the
family whilst messing around with the
sleepiest member of the family.
How does your ethnic community celebrate Ramadan in the UK?
As an international student here in the
UK, I have missed the last 5 Ramadan's
(in Algeria); this will be my 6th.
As far as I know, people tend to spend
Ramadan with their families and close
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Algeria; I believe we share the same culture with the neighbouring countries
(Tunisia and Morocco). Working life is
usually more relaxed during Ramadan
where businesses and other administrative
jobs start around 10.00-11.00, unlike
there rest of the year when it starts at
08.00. Students either have an earlier holiday during Ramadan or study just a halfday. From noon onwards as teenagers, we
gather with our friends at the mosques,
do our prayers, and read one Juz between
Duhur and Asr prayers; afterwards, we
help prepare Iftar as a family.
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North Africans would not like to
let someone have an Iftar on their
own.
Here in the UK, they do a similar
thing in the communities where
restaurants stay open late and o er
Iftar for free or charge them with
small change.
What do you miss from Ramadan
when it passes?
Ramadan brings joy and many
more bene ts in health and spirit; I
miss the solid spiritual atmosphere,
the motivation to read more Quran, and seeing more worshipers in
the mosques. We tend to visit family and relatives more often during
Ramadan, and of course, I miss
that atmosphere... and lastly, the
excellent food and sweets that are
mainly made in Ramadan.
How can we rekindle the community spirit during Ramadan?
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ItIt is not that hard in North African culture since most are of the
community is from the same
Muslim religion. Most are excited
and ready for prayers even before
the Athan; the elders always remind
the younger ones to join the prayers
and set up a reading competition
with the family household and local
mosques. It is usually easier to read
more Quran with the Imam and
the locals, where there is one Juz
between Dhuhr and Asr and the
second Juz between Asr and
Maghrib.
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friends here, and if any of them
have the chance to spend it in Algeria, they most certainly will go
back home. Back home, there are
charities and volunteers on the
highways and restaurants who prepare Iftar for the people in need
and those travelling from one city
to another.
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However, being a Muslim living in
the UK, it is much harder to read
the Quran and pray more as an
individual. I suggest that mosques
set up programmes such as reading
the Quran and its meaning and
promoting such events beforehand
on social media through websites,
lea ets, and posters to motivate the
Muslim community and bring the
diverse community together in the
UK through an increased sense of
awareness.

Key Words
Asr: e Asr prayer is the afternoon daily prayer recited by
practising Muslims. It is the third of the ve daily prayers. e
ve daily prayers collectively are one pillar of the Five Pillars of
Islam, in Sunni Islam, and one of the ten Practices of the Religion according to Shia Islam.
Duhr:
e Duhr prayer is the early afternoon daily prayer
recited by practising Muslims. It is the second of the ve daily
prayers. e ve daily prayers collectively are one pillar of the
Five Pillars of Islam, in Sunni Islam, and one of the ten Practices of the Religion according to Shia Islam.
Iftar: Iftar, is the evening meal with which Muslims end their
daily Ramadan fast at sunset. ey break their fast at the time
of the call to prayer for the evening prayer.
Juz: A juz' is one of thirty parts of roughly equal length into
which the Qur'an is sometimes divided. is division facilitates recitation of the Qur'an in a month, especially during
Ramadan when the entire Qur'an is recited.
Magrib: e Magrib prayer is the early afternoon daily prayer
recited by practising Muslims. It is the fourth of the ve daily
prayers. e ve daily prayers collectively are one pillar of the
Five Pillars of Islam, in Sunni Islam, and one of the ten Practices of the Religion according to Shia Islam.
Sahur: Sahur is the pre-dawn meal Muslims take in the
month of Ramazan, it is the time before the azan of Fajr in
which Muslims eat and drink so that they can remain full during the day till the time of iftar.
Taraweeh: Taraweeh means “rest and relaxation”, it is a special
prayer just for Ramadan, involving reading long portions of
the Qur’an, as well as performing many rakahs (cycles of
movement involved in Islamic prayer).

RECIPE
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Qalb El Louz (heart of almond in English)
is a sweet dessert made from layers of buttery semolina and ground almonds. Flavoured with orange blossom and a honey
syrup, it is bursting with avours and
summery aromas. Each slice is topped with
a whole almond for a lovely crunch.

How to Cook
(1) To make the semolina layer, stir the
melted butter into the semolina, sugar
and salt. Mix in the orange blossom
water and vanilla essence. Cover and
refrigerate overnight.

Preparation time: Overnight
Cooking time: 1 to 2 hours
Serves: 9

(2) Preheat the oven to 190C/170C Fan/
Gas 5. Grease an 8in/20cm square
loose-bottomed cake tin.

Ingredients

(3) To make the almond layer, mix the
ingredients together in a bowl and set
aside.

For the semolina layer
• 125g/4½oz unsalted butter, melted,
plus extra for greasing
• 500g/17½oz coarse semolina
• 200g/7oz caster sugar
• pinch salt
• 4 tbsp orange blossom water
• ½ tsp vanilla extract
For the almond layer
• 130g/4½oz ground almonds
• 1 tbsp unsalted butter, melted
• 1 tsp ground cinnamon
For the syrup
• 300g/10½oz caster sugar
• ½ tsp vanilla extract
• 4 tbsp runny honey
• 60ml/2oz orange blossom water
To decorate
• 9 almonds (skin on)

fl

• 100g/3½oz butter, melted

(4) Break the cold semolina mix up with
your hands until it resembles breadcrumbs. Gradually mix in 60ml/2oz
water until well distributed.
(5) Sprinkle thin layers of the semolina
mix followed by the almond mix until
it has been used up. Smooth the top
with a spatula or spoon. Using a sharp
knife, cut the cake into 9 squares
(don’t let the knife cut the bottom layer). Place an almond on top of each
slice. Brush the melted butter on top
of the cake. Bake for 1 hour or until a
dark golden-brown.
(6) Meanwhile, to make the syrup, place
all the ingredients into a large saucepan with 1 litre/1¾ pints water and
bring to the boil. Stir until the sugar
dissolves then reduce the heat to low
and simmer for 10 minutes. Set aside
to cool completely.
(7) Slice the cake into 9 squares, following
the lines you made before baking.
Carefully drizzle over the cooled syrup
(you can always save a bit for serving if
it looks like too much). Refrigerate
overnight before serving.
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Qalb El Louz (Heart of Almonds)
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th e m i racl e of M irab e l l e

Source: BBC Bitesize. 2022. What is Holi?.

John o’Shea sunder

The owner of this magazine
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POETRY IN ISLAM
Asiye Betul

The spiritual practice of poetry has been
performed for tens of centuries and in
multiple classical cultures as well as in
the Islamic tradition.

I

n Islamic literary tradition, poetry
is essentially practised to express
spiritual sentiments and experiences. During the early Islamic period, poetry was considered as one of
the most important elements of advertising and emotional expression;
poets started to use their talent to invite people to the religion. Poets
wrote odes to the creator and his most
beloved, expressing their immense
love and gratitude, through words and
stanzas.
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Islamic poetry is written in many languages including Arabic, Persian and
Turkish.
ese languages are considered to be melodic in rhyme due to
their alphabetical structures and sim-

ilar grammar compositions. Genres of
Islamic poetry include Ginans, devotional hymns, Ghazal, poetic expression of the pain of loss or separation
and the beauty of love in spite of that
pain, and Qasida, written poetry that
is often translated as ode. Poets convey
a deep experience of the Divine
through an array of poetic forms, stories, imagery etc. Often these forms
can be quite unfamiliar to a western
reader (for example, the use of prophetic gures and the mention of the
divine names of God).
Modern Islamic Poetry explores a
range of spiritual, literary, and political concerns from the 6th century to
the present day. Some poets’ voices
emerge from the East,such as Mahmoud Darwish and Saadi Youssef,
others from the West, like June Jordan
and
omas Merton. Most turn to
poetry as the ideal forum to complicate simplistic East-West divisions —

learning, questioning and sparking cultural conversation.
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Poetry also holds utmost importance to
mystic bodies of islamic practice such as
Su sm, in which the love and relationship
between God and humanity is highlighted. Some of the wordly renown
Muslim and Su poets are Rumi, ibn ‘Arabi and al-Ghazali.
e works of Rumi
have been translated to multiple languages, although his radical sense of Love
towards the Creator has been misunderstood and mistranslated on many occasions. His poetry is still known as one of
the crucial scriptures on love and divine
love. e language of love is undoubtedly
universal.
ese poets have a power to
speak to us directly, to touch the heart
and imagination, even in translation.

All I know is give
humans are built to give;
God made us in twos,
(two hands two eyes)
and then He said:
give a hand for a hand
give an eye for an eye
God made us in twos because you can
only give something when there's a spare,
but He only gave us one heart.
He only gave us one heart
and I am not sure what to do with it.
all I know is that God built us to give;
all I know is to give, and so,
I give.
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My Rest is in My
Solitude
Brethren, my rest is in my solitude,
And my Beloved is ever in my presence.
Nothing for me will do but love of Him;
By love of Him I am tested in this world.
Whereso I be I contemplate His beauty;
He is my prayer-niche; He mine orient is.
Died I of love and found not His acceptance,
Of mankind I most wretched, woe were
me!
Heart’s mediciner, ou All of longing,
grant
Union with ee; ‘twill cure to the depth.
O ou, ever my joy, my life, from ee
Is mine existence and mine ecstasy.
From all creation I have turned away
For union with ee mine utmost end.
Martin Lings, tr.

You Have Infused
My Being
You have infused my being
rough and through,
As an intimate friend must
Always do.
So when I speak I speak of only You
And when silent, I yearn for You.
Sayyidah Rabia al-Adawiyyah, tr.

Kids’ Corner

Moon Sighting
Binoculars

Get kids involved in the tradition of
moon sighting with binoculars they can
help put together. It’s a great way to encourage pretend play for toddlers and
preschoolers and big kids won’t mind a
peek through the binoculars either! You
can use these binoculars twice – once to
spot the crescent moon for Ramadan and
then again at the end of Ramadan to spot
the crescent moon of Eid Al-Fitr.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two cardboard tubes
Blue cellophane wrap
Two small elastic bands
8.5 x 11″ sheet of purple felt
Small scrap of white paper
Golden star stickers
Purple yarn
Tape
White glue
Glue gun
Pencil
Scissors

Steps

(1) Use anything circular (like a small bottle cap)
to trace a small crescent shape on the piece of
white paper with a pencil. Cut out.
(2) Cut out two square pieces of cellophane and
glue paper crescent to one of the cellophane
pieces.
(3) Secure both cellophane pieces to cardboard
tubes with elastic bands
(4) Cut out two rectangles of felt to t around
each tube. Glue felt to tube with glue gun.
(5) Cut out a piece of yarn and secure each end to
the inside of the cardboard tubes with tape. Be
sure to cut yarn long enough so that binoculars sit at child’s chest or tummy when worn
around the neck.
(6) Have kids decorate binoculars with golden
star stickers and let the play begin!

fi

Source: Hello Holy Days (2022) Moon Sighting Binoculars – Hello Holy Days!. [ONLINE] Available at: <https://
www.helloholydays.com/2016/05/06/moon-sighting-binoculars/>.
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